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MPAIUSPS-Tl3-110.
and 109.

Please refer to your responses to MPAIUSPS-T13-107

(a) In preparing your responses to those two interrogatories, explain how were
you able to find and identify specific tallies in the database that corresponded to
MPA’s questions, without having “references to the specific records in question,
including CY code,~route ID, date, etc.”
(b) In view of the fact that you were able to find and identify tallies that
corresponded to those two MPA interrogatories, explain why you were not able to
do the same with respect to each of the following MPA interrogatories:
1. Interrogatory
2. Interrogatory
3. Interrogatory
4. Interrogatory
5. Interrogatory
6. Interrogatory
7. Interrogatory
8. Interrogatory
9. Interrogatory
10. Interrogatory
11. Interrogatory
12.lnterrogatory
13.lnterrogatory
lrl.lnterrogatory
15.lnterrogatory

MPAIUSPS-Tl3-837
MPAAJSPS-Tl3-85?
MPAAJSPS-Tl3-86?
MPAIUSPS-T13-877
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-88?
MPAAJSPS-Tl3-897
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-907
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-94?
MPAAJSPS-T13-96?
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-977
MPAAJSPS-Tl3-997
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-lOO?
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-lOl?
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-1067
MPAIUSPS-Tl3-1087

RESPONSE:
(a) A query was written using the criteria given in the interrogatories to identify
the combination of scans in question that did identify the specific records.
There was only one tally out of the 38000 plus tallies that had the criteria
described in MPAIUSPS-Tl3-107

and only two tallies with the criteria

described in MPAIUSPS-T13-109. The additional bar code Levels are very
important for an understanding of these tallies. Identifying specific records
with tally details including CY Code, route ID, date, etc. assists in
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understanding tallies in question and for reseal ti ~urposss. Having tally
details such as CY Code, route ID, and date is necessary when researching
hard copy documentation associated with specific tallies. Also, having the
’ specific tallies you were questioning woldd reduce my ch-.nces of providing a
misleading response and reduce the effort required to query the database
and possibly misidentify the requested information end ?=-:ociated tallies.
Since I was able to identify the permutations and identify ‘he tallies relevant
to these questions, and since the relevant permutations were few, it was
possible to provide a more complete response within the available time
period.

(b) Interrogatories 1-15 include terms such as: “several”, “whether it should be”,
‘categories are assigned to the same combinations”, ‘?here are some”, “for each
of these tally types please explain”, “with some minor exceptions-, “virtually all”.
“regardless or, “with the exception of”, “to all tallies with”, “a lot of”. These
words/groupings/qualifiers were used in conjunction with combinations of scans
and/or with tables of different combinations of scan levels that would cause me to
run hundreds of queries. I felt I could mislead, and/or would consume excessive
amounts of time due to being required to prepare and run very complex queries
with the possibility of not covering the right permutations. Therefore I felt that
having the relevant tallies, with all of the information necessary to respond, I
could focus on the issue that had prompted the question and prepare an
appropriate response. My response to POIR8 and LR-I-383 will supply the
.
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information nec-lssary ; I I!% 1; ni.-.? why various tallies were assigned to the STS
categories.
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MPPI’JSPS-TI3-11 I. Please refer to your response to MPAIUSPS-Tl3-98.
(a) In preparing your response to that interrogatory, explain how you were able to
respond without having “references to the specific records in question, including
CY code, route ID, date, etc.” If you were you able to find and identify specific
tallies in the database that corresponded to MPA’s question, explain how you did
so.
r
(ti I: :I~view of the fact that you were able to respond to that MPA interrogatory
wi:.hout having references to the specific records in question, explain why you
I’?Z not 9111sto do ths same with respect to each of the fifteen MPA
illtzi~rogatories listed in the preceding interrogatory MPAIUSPS-Tl3-110.

(a) MPAIUSPS-Tl3-98

was directed towards the activity of “No Access to Box” of

which by using queries I found a limited number of permutations and tallies.
Only one tally in Drive, six different permutations with one tally in Load, and
one tally in FAT. Due to this limited number of permutations and tallies
involved, I was able to provide a more complete response within the available
time.

(b) The queries written to investigate the interrogatory did supply me with the
information to look at the individual records. The other questions would have
required so many queries as to make a complete response impossible within
the available time. See my response to MPAIUSPS-Tl3-110.
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MPAIUSPS-Tl3-119.

MPAIUSPS-Tl3-93

and your response were as follows:

MPAIUSPS-Tl3-93.Assume a carrier has just stopped his vehicle at a
parking point for either a set of Central or Dismount deliveries within a
single building:
(a) If he has not yet lefi the vehicle, what location would a data
collector record: In Vehicle at Stop, On Route, or Vehicle?
(b) If he is working at his vehicle (e.g., unloading a tray of mail), what
location would a data collector record?
(c) If he has left the vehicle, and is proceeding to make his deliveries
but has not yet gotten to the first delivery, what location would a
data collector record?
(d) If he has reached the first delivery and is moving towards the next,
what location would a data collector record?
(e) If he is returning to his vehicle from the last delivery on that stop,
what location would a data collector record?
RESPONSE:
I cannot respond without references to the specific records in question,
including CY code, route ID, date, etc. See Appendix A to USPS-LR-I-183
for relevant data fields.
(1) This is a hypothetical question concerning relatively routine carder activities,
which asks you to indicate for each subpart the “location” the data collector would
record. Please explain the relevance and necessity for “references to specific
records” in order to respond.
(2) Please respond to subparts (a)-(e) of the original question as if you were
observing each of those instants of time and scanning the observation into your
activity sampling database. If your answer to a particular subpart would vary
depending on other information not contained in the question, please enumerate
that other information and explain how it would affect the “location” that would be
recorded. If you cannot respond, please explain fully why not.
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RESPONSE:
(1) I was confused by the ambiguity of what is IIC~,/c-l!led d hypothetical
question, where I am being asked to supply a rev/d IG location without all of
the real world information nsressary ‘$0fill itr ii19 other levels that would
possibility change the location selected. i ;~:!d :;~;ulned that there were a
number of actual occurrences that r!.;!?: I --: :. e ,.t 9 this question, and that
identification of these actual occurrsnc~s ~:.xl ! ‘.~+j;<i 161preparing a focused
answer. My confusion began with tho s%>t?ln-:li. ‘:xssr:me a carder has just
stopped at a parking point”. My interpretation was that fhis mav or mav not
be the actual point at.which the vehicle was oarkecl which impacts the
location selected. Note that carriers often will stop at what is at first perceived
as a point to park, but may only be pausing while On Route to a better park
point. If the carrier had been demonstrating this pausing behavior, and the
observers were posltion to see a possible better park point, the observers
knowledge of the volume of mail (derived from the observations of the office
work), may have resulted in the observer choosing to scan On Route. In
Vehicle at Stop typically would not be used, but the scanned information in
levels 11.4 and 11.4.1 could contain possible information that would justify its
use as a location. The DO8 Delay Specify code in 11.4 followed with a code in
11.4.1 may require me to look up the specific observer’s comments to verify
that the proper location of In Vehicle at Stop was appropriate. Making a
decision as to which Location to use is not difficult when you are in the field
and have the knowledge of the carrier’s preceding actions - patterns, the

-’
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USPS form 3999X, the opportunity to see the type of delivery point(s) to be
served, and knowledge of the volume of mail to be delivered.

(2) Let me n.islrri?e for Zhishypothetical question that this is the point at which the
carrier actually parked the vehicle. I also assume that these are the only delivery
points to be served from this pal:< point. I note, however, that it is possible to
serve Centrals, ?rlrl ~‘i.;~~~uu~rts,
alrd Park & Loop sections from the same parking
point, which coukl impact the location selection (Park Point versus Vehicle).

(a) Vehicle
(b) Vehicle
(c) On Route
(d) If he has completed the first dismount delivery and is moving towards
the next delivery point then the location would be On Route. If he is
serving Centrals and has placed some mail in the first receptacle and
moving (reaching) to place mail in the next receptacle (delivery point)
then the location is Point Of Deliver.
(e) On Route
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MPAILJSPS-T13-123. MPAAJSPS-Tl3-99 presented a table (reproduced below)
.:howing various types of tallies that you allocated to the Load category.
It asked you to “Please explain what the data collector was observing with each
of the following tallies, how you can tell, and why you placed each in the ‘Load’
category.” You responded “I cannot respond without references to the specific
records in question, including CY code, route ID, date, etc. See Appendix A to
USPS-LR-I-I 63 for relevant data fields.’
The purpose of that interrogatory was to gain an understanding of what these
types of tallies represent (ie., what the data collectors were observing), how that
can be determined from tha tally, and why you assigned these tallies to the
Load category. For example, subpart r. below identifies ‘On Route” carrier
!oc4ion. “Park & Loop” delivery type, “Finger @ Delivery” activity, and “Walk
Flat” detail. However, it is unclear from that information where the carrier was
and what the carrier was actually doing at the time of the observation, and why
you have assigned it to Load.
Please respond to the original question for each of the types of tallies in the table
below. For each tally type, provide in narrative form (not just data codes) your
best understanding of what the data collector was actually observing. If that
cannot be detemined or you are unsure, please so state. If additional tally
information not contained in the table is needed for an understanding, please
identify that information and explain how it helps to understand what the
observation represents.
Explain for each subpart why you have assigned the tally type to Load. lf the
final assignment was based on an algorithm or decisional rule (e.g., all tallies
with “x activity” are Load), please provide and explain it.

~~I

,

1 bb.

1 p+to;

I
1 Central

I

1 Walking

I

Central Inside or
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RESPONSE:
d. I can find only one tally in LR-l-163 containing the combination described,
This tally is not assigned to load time. It is assigned to Route/Access (FAT)
The record indicates the carrier’s location as “On Route”. The delivery type
being serviced is central. These portions of the record are consistent with the
definition of ‘FAT”. The carrier is on a route that has residential inside central
delivery points, providing further support for the classification of Route/Access
(FAT).
pung
1. On Route
_- .__ __.___._-.

e. For tallies with a carrier location of ‘On Route’, the activities of ‘Del/Coil.”
(deliver or collect) or “Finger @ Delivery” (carrier sorting mail at the delivery
point)(emphasis added) are consistent with the load time definition. Tallies
with a carrier location of ‘Park Point” and an activity of “Finger @ Delivery”
i
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are again consistent with tha load tin::. dafinitilrl.

111each case, the carrier is

delivering mail, collecting mail, or ;.>Itii.Q c&l nt a delivery point.

(i) I can find only one tally in LR-l-163 containing the wmbinatiw

described.

The data points rewrd the carrier location as ‘On Route”. The activity of
‘DeWCoIl” (deliver or collect), is consistent with the load time definition. The
remaining information included in the record provides more detail as to
exactly what work the carrier is performing. He/she is delivering to a curb
type delivery point.
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I can find only one tally in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.

(1)

The data points record the carrier location as ‘On Route. The activity of
‘Finger @ Deliver” is the activity of the carrier fingering the mail at the point of
deliver/. This is a load activity. ‘The remaining information included in the
record provides more detail as to exactly what work the carrier is performing.
He or she is delivering to a dismount type delivery, and the activity detail of
‘Walk Flar indicates he/she is walking on a flat surface.

(m)

The tallies are not assigned to load time. It is assigned to Route/Access
(FAT). The record indicates the carrier’s location as “On Route”. The
delivery type being serviced is central. These portions of the record are
consistent with the definition of ‘FAT”. The carrier is on a route that has
residential inside central delivery points, providing further support for the
classification of Route/Access (FAT). Originally seven tallies with an activity
of accountable were assigned to load time. These tallies have been
corrected in LR-l-337.

1~On Route
INlA
1 _--..-.____
j/N/Aunt
On Route
1 ‘On Route
!NIA
-----&A
165
On
Route
~.-

Walk Flat
1Business Inside j Parcel
!
Parcel
I
Walk Flat
IN/A
)~___
~_._-._~_-..-I
Walk
Flat
!DismnuntiResident
Inside IParcel
-----7$&jk~~t -.--.
j----._____
Resident O&de ’ Parcel
i Dismount
--__
i Dismount
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(n) These tallies are assigned Route/Access (FAT) rather than to Load. The
records indicate the carrier’s location as “On Route”. The delivery type being
serviced is ‘dismount” and the carrier is walking. These portions of the record
are consistent with the definition of ‘FAT”. The remaining activity detail of
“walking flar indicates he/she is walking on a tlat surface. Originally five
tallies with the activity of ‘Walking” ware assign@ to load time. These tallies
have been corrected in LR-l-337.
@Jnf ~]~~J&&~pp&#J&~~~~
Inside
34 On Route
N/A
.,..._ __....,
_- ~~-.-.~; Business
.~...~ ~~~..~._.~~
. . ..-...Walking
~~...~.,.--- -.Walk.~.Flat
-,-.-.~.~..~--~-Business
‘Walking
‘Walk
Flat
3 On Route___....._N/A
‘Dismount
_...,.___.._.
~__
~~,_I.
-.
~~~-~-.----~alkFiat.~-‘Resident Outside’ Walking
49 On Route
N/A _-.--_ IDismount

(0) I can find only one tally in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.
This record was originally assigned to load time. In LR-l-337 this one tally
has been reassigned to Route/Access (FAT). The carrier is on a park and
loop portion of the route delivering an accountable. Because the activity
detail does not provide any supporting information the record must be
changed.

(p) I can find only three tallies in LR-l-163 containing tha combination described.
The data points record the darner location as “On Route”. The activity of
‘Del/Coil.” (deliver or collect) is consistent with the load time definition. The
other supporting information included in the record provides more detail as to
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exactly what work the carrier is performing. He/she id JJaliver/,IJ on a park 8
loop type delivery, and is walking on a flat surface.

(q) I can find only two tallies in LR-I-163 containing ti 8) coolltb;n4i~~nJedcribed.
The data points record the carrier location as “On Route”. The activity of
‘DellCoIl.” (Deliver and collect) is consistent with tiie l~ct tin13 definition.
The other supporting information included in the record providss more detail
as to exactly what work the carrier is performing. He/she is delivering on a
park & loop type delivery

(r) I can find only one tally in LR-I-163 containing the combination described,
The data points record the carrier location as “On Route”. The activity of
“Finger @ Deliver” is the activity of the carrier fingering the mail at the point of
de/ivery.(emphasis added) This is a load activity. The remaining information
included in the record provides more detail as to exactly what work the carrier
is performing. He/she is delivering to a park & loop type delivery, and is
walking on a flat surface.

(y) I can find only seven tallies in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.
The data points record the carrier location as “Point of DeliveP, which is
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consistent with the load time definition. He is at the point of delivery,
delivering to a central, dismount or park and loop typa delivery, in a
residential neighborhood of inside or outside delivery points.

(z) This tally should be assigned to street support time. The STS definition of
street support time is ‘The part of street time spent on activities such as
traveling to and from the route, to the carriers’ station, obtaining and loading
the vehicle, and preparing mail in bulk at the vehicle and at relay boxes.” The
darner location is at the “Point of Deliver”. On further examination the carrier
activity of ‘Setup” is ‘relocating mail from the rear of the vehicle to the front or
loading the satchel for a loop of a park and loop delivery’. This is consistent
with “preparing mail in bulk at the vehicle”, which is a Street Support activity.
The activity detail of LLV or Jeep confirms the carriers’ location.
p&qS~~&&#~~
_~:~~~~~-~~~~~
j Business Outside i Setup
iCentral
of Detiier
N/A
,___,._____
- _,._2, Point
_~,_,.._.
~_-.- _..-/Resident
Outside
!
Setup
iCentral
4’ Point of Deliver:
N/A
_
3: Poi%ofDeliver
i N/A
__1:
Point
of
Deliver
___ i___~._-_..-_~...
+
1 Point
of Deliver
_~-__.^,-.--.
/Resident Outside j Setup
iDismount
3’ Point of Deliver N/A
-----7
Setup
i
Park
1 Point of Deliver’ N/A
& Loop !Business Outstde
.~_.~__
_-.---._Patk
6
Loop
IBusiness
Outside
‘Setup
1
‘Point
of
Deliver
N/A
--T
.
.._._
..__
_..._
7Residenibutsibe-~~~~
-.-..-.,
__.___ -.. ~~~~~
-.. ,~..~~-.---.---__
:
Park
6
Loop
1
Point
of
Deliver
N/A
__,-._
.-...-.

izTzT--- ._..--A
iLLV
:

:- LLV ----‘Jeep
__.~
-.. ..._~ ..--..‘LLV
-..yLLv~--. ~---~---~-~.---~:
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(?I)

.; a.‘:II fi;itl only one tally in LR-I-163 Containing the Combination described.
Th3..!&4 +ints record the Carrier lo&ion

as ‘Point of Deliver”. This is

consistent with the load time definition. The adivity of ‘Travel B/t Dlvr” is
Qnnred. The remaining information induded in the record provides more
ctatarl ,: tn exactly what work the Carrier is performing. He/she is delivering
19 -I :‘a >idantial ‘Central” type delivery with oentral outside mailboxes.
:ResidentOutside~TrsvelBRDivr.

(bb)

Centml,CuJside

The tallies record the carrier location as “Point of Deliver”. This is

Consistent with the load time definition. The activity of “Travel B/t Dlvr” is
ignored. The remaining information induded in the record provides more
detail as to exactly what work the Carrier is performing. Ha/she is delivering
to a residential “Central” typa delivery with central outside mailboxes. LR-I163 has these tallies assigned to load time. This is the correct designation.
The first record listed below was incorrectly Changed in LR-l-337 to
Route/Access (FAT).
w;,

sm~~~]~~~~.q~~

1 Point of DeriverN/A
2; Point of
----Derier j N/A
1IPoint of DeliverjN/A

(cc)

::*~.$J&&#

;Centml
_----../Central
jCsntml

T&~;gq%-

iResidentInside
-~~~~~t-~~j~~jj&-~iWalking
/ResidentOuWd+lking

:Qp@ -3

Centml Outside i
/CentmlInside :
Centml Outside i

I can find only one tally in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.

The data points record the Carrier location as “Point of Deliver”, which is
Consistent with the load time definition. The activity of walking is ignored. The
other information included in the record provides more detail as to exactly
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:

what work the carrier is performing. He/she is delivering to a central type
delivery, in a residential neighbothood of inside delivery points.

(gg)

Several STS Categories apply to this combination of codes desaibed.
The first grouping of nine tallies associated with ‘Curb” delivery should be
classified as load time. The carrier is at the ‘Point of Deliver”, the activity of
‘Travel B/t DeliveP (traveling between deliveries) is ignored, and the activity
detail of ‘LLV” on a curb route define load time. The next two tallies should
be reassigned to load time because of the above reasons. The next single
tally, with the activity detail of “Walk Flat” should be reassigned to Route
/Access (CAT). The next grouping of four tallies associated with the
‘Dismount” deliveries and an activity detail of some type of walking should be
associated with the Route/Access (FAT) category because the carrier is
walking on the dismount portion of the route. The other six tallies associated
with “Dismounr and the activity detail of ‘LLV” and the location of “Point of
Delivery” are assigned to load time because the carrier is not walking and is
at the LLV at the point of delivery. The next grouping of four tallies
associated with the ‘Park & Loop’ delivery type and the STS category of
Route/Access (FAT) are assigned this category because the activity detail is
“Walk Flat”. The remaining tally associated with ‘Park 8 Loop’ is assigned
the load time category due to the location (point of deliver) and activity detail
(LLV),
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___ -.---

__.

Point
of Deliver’
__- Q.-~
~~~..-~-_____N/A Xk~tt~
: 2~PomtofDaliver:N/A
__---.- ICurb
,~___L!1~Po.~!-~oe!i~~~~~~n~~-.

:I_.~
Resident
Outside
:Travel B/l .~.._
Dlvr.
_.._ ___.--.-----.---- iLLV
jResident Outside :Travel Bn Dlvr. :LLV

iLoad time
-%~&/Acc~ss

7
(CAT) 1

‘-----. .__-.---j Business
iTravel
Bh Divr. !Waebst
;Route/Access (FAT) j
-~- .,.--Outside
-. .._~__A,~
,- -.-~-..

;Load Time ,_-__J
of Deliver:
N/A /Dismount
,_.._8 Point
~.___.,~.
~.,~.
&~~--.----I..
~__-_-_._i /Resident Outside Travel B/l DivrsV
/Resident
OtiSid%+%%~ii%o&
j
Walk
Fiat
1Route/Access (FAT)
2
Point
of
Deliver.
N/A
i
Dismount
..-- 7.---------.
-, r-‘_.._
---.~-.._---------‘----:
iTravel
Bn
Divr.
/Walk
Flat
iRoute/Access
(FAT)
2 Point of Deliver_..N/A-4 ___.,-_.
Palk &-----..--.,.--.-.
Loop IBusiness inslde
__.---- ;
~y-j----,.._,
-- . . _ ..---;---.--.
~-~,-,-...-.-~~.~..---...~
Time
1’Point
ofDeiiver.N/A
IPark
6 Loop :Buslness
Out%3 Trr4 ._ Jl
Dhrr. &LV
r-.---..,..._~~.
-----...---i
^- .___._
--,.-..--.-~...~;.--i.--.-~7
-.-i /Load
.----.---...
-,-...J
I 2’Point of Deliver!N/A iPark 6 Loop iResident Outswte !~I’;‘.-+31dR Luvr. IWalk Flat !RouJe/AcCesS(FAnL

(hh)

Please refer to ADVOIUSPS-T13-123 (gg)

(ii) The tallies record the carrier location as “Point of Deliver”, which is consistent
with the load time definition. The activity of “Parcel” is the activity of the
carrier delivering a parcel, and the activity of “Accountable” indicates the
carrier is delivering an accountable. Each of these are load time activities.
The remaining information included in the record provides more detail as to
exactly v&rat work the carrier is performing. He/she is walking, delivering at a
dismount type delivery.
-1

S~~~~,paronilfrJod
2 Point of Deitver N/A
1~Point -.of Deiive-r j N/A
2. Point of Deliver: N/A
11Point--of Deliver!N/A

:*~~$J#&~;:+&d#J&~&p~
;Dismount
!Dismount
/Dsmounl

lDisrnount

i Resident _._.
Inside
,Accountable
~_Ic_..___,_~+!!!!alki!?iL~
i Resident Outside i Accountable ;Walk Flat
/Walk Fiat
1Resident Outside ! Parcel
lWakinQ
/Re&#%t Outside:Parcel

(kk) I can find only three tallies in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.
The data points record the carrier location as “Point of DeliveP, which is
consistent with the load time definition. The activity of “Travel B/t Dlvt” is
ignored due to the activity detail recorded as a receptacle. The other

i
;
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information inclu&,cf il I ti ie roaiu prcvides more detail as to exactly what
work the carrier is p91fi l,rnirI$ He/she is delivering to a dismount type
delivery point of residential outside or business inside delivery points.
1_
slte~tacatton~~ psf+pldfNolt~~a~~~~~~~~~
Acmu@s -_’
+ovuflLve1
F~
.Business
Inside
.Travel
BA
1
Point
of
Deliver
N/A
“~
to’Cui~
iDismount
l.-- ,...~~...~ ..... --.~...-.~.
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(II) I can irnni .ii;!y -1.: :il : /II t&l463

twrtaining the combination described.

The date pointti 8’dcur.I tine :wrier location as “Point of Deliver”, which is
consistent with the load time definition. The activity of “DellCoIl.” (deliver or
collect) is also consistsnt with the load time definition. The other information
included in the record indicates the carrier is walking.
punt1 slteJocstlolij~pes@al
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of Deliver N/A
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(mm) I can find only one tally in LR-I-163 containing the combination described.
The data points record the carrier location as “DPoint of Deliver” (point of
delivery), which is consistent with the load time definition. The activity of
‘Travel B/t Deliver” is ignored. The remaining information included in the
record provides more detail as to exactly what work the carrier is
performing. He/she is delivering to a park and loop type delivery, on the
residential outside delivery portion of a route to a 1-hand slam type
mailbox.
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(00) The tallies record the carrier location as “Vehicle”, which is not enough
information to determine the category. The activities of ‘Del/Coll.“(Deliver or
collect) or “Finger @ Delivery” (the activity of tha darner fingering the mail at
the point of delivery) are consistent with the load time definition. The
delivery type is the final piece needed to verify what type of delivery point
the carrier is delivering the mail to. The othar information included in the
record provides more detail as to exactly what work the carrier is
performing. He/she is placing the mail into a receptacle or handing the mail
to a customer
plmtplte_tautionI~l~

i

at a central, dismount, or park 8 loop type delivery point.
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(pp) The tallies record the carrier location as “Vehicle”, which is not enough
information to determine the category. The activities of ‘DeWCoIl.” (Deliver or
collect) or “Finger @ Delivery” (the activity of the carrier fingering the mail et
the point of delivery) are consistent with the load time definition. The
remaining information included in the record provides more detail as to
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exactly what work the carder is performing. He/she is delivering to a
central, dismount, or park 8 loop type delivery.
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(tt) The tallies record the carrier location as “Vehicle”. The activity of “Travel B/t
Dlvr” is ignored. The load time definition is supported by the “Drop to Cusr
(drop to customer) activity detail, because the load time definition includes
“incidental time for customer contacts”. The remaining information included in
the record provides more detail as to exactly what work the carrier is
performing. He/she,is delivering to a dismount type delivery.
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DECLARA rlON

_-

I, Lloyd B. Raymond, declare under penalty of p.!r;.~~y‘:vJt the foregoing answers are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge, info:,rmtinn, alld belief.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of
Practice.

Richard f. Cooper

475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20260-I 137
June 2,200O
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